Local Destination

Kayaking Marovo
A tour with a twist
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I am about to see a shrine that holds the skulls of
former chiefs of Chea village on Marovo Island in the
Western Province’s famous lagoon with the same name.
The skulls of the bangara, the chiefs that ruled Chea
before the village was converted into Christianity, are
kept in a stone pile overgrown with moss in the middle
of the jungle.
Collecting the heads of the enemies was believed to
bring good luck and power to the tribe and strengthen
their own spirits. This lesson of kastom is one that is
taught several times during my four-day of kayaking
through the Marovo Lagoon.

We ended on a small uninhabited island where we
- alone in paradise - spent the following night in
two small tents.
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Unique experience
The trip was arranged by Uepi Island Resort, situated
on the northern tip of the lagoon. Uepi is famous for its
diving. Only a few guests take advantage of their kayaking
trips, organised individually around the guest’s interests.
For those who do, however, a unique experience awaits.
Our group of four said hello to the reef sharks that
call Uepi’s welcome jetty home. After a few days of
underwater sightseeing, as well as a crash course in
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kayaking, we headed out into the lagoon.
The Marovo Lagoon is a chain of coral
reefs and islands that encircle the big
Vangunu Island. We began our journey
along the line of outer islands which forms a
border separating the lagoon from the deep
sea. We floated over colourful coral in our
yellow and red sea kayaks and ended on a
small uninhabited island where we - alone
in paradise - spent the following night in two
small tents.
Around these outer islands are the fishing
grounds for the villages - mostly located on
Vangunu Island or on the small islands within
the lagoon. The next morning, we aimed for
the Vangunu-side, crossing the lagoon for

three hours under the burning sun. We were
warmly welcomed at our second stop at John
Wayne’s Sunset Lodge in Kajoro.
John, whose real name is Wayne Woke, is
known by the name of the famous actor John
Wayne. He is one of Solomon Islands’ most
famous carvers. The Spirit of the Solomons'
carving - displaying various animals of the
country - is his invention. John is a member
of the Seventh Day Adventist church.
John’s great grandfather might have
been a more hostile host. He was the last
chief warrior of the village, a feared man
throughout the lagoon and a man in front
of whom people would dare not speak, until
he became a Christian after the first white
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the inauguration ceremony for a new canoe.
Back in the days, several canoes, each
holding up to 50 warriors, would engage in a
single raid. They would approach the enemy
islands with full speed, stopping within a few
metres of the shore before disembarking for
the attack.
We got a glance of how fast this must have
happened when 11 of John’s wantoks - sons
and nephews - used one of his canoes to
demonstrate an approach. Sitting in John’s
banana boat we had problems following the
canoe after it passed us despite our outboard
engine. It was a spectacular view.
The leader was standing at the front of the
canoe, screaming and smoking. The warrior
sitting behind him was making deep sounds
by blowing a big shell while the rest of the
young men, all with their bodies covered in
white war paint, were paddling powerfully.
Back in our kayaks, we felt ridiculously slow
the next morning as we paddled to our last
stop, Chea village on Marovo Island. Our 33year old kayak guide Earam Hotton needed
to motivate us. Earam had also been looking
forward to coming to Chea, as he grew up
on Marovo Island. Our camp was in the local
community lodge, recently built on the island
of Ghire Ghire, next to Chea.
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missionaries arrived in the lagoon in
1914. To my question as to why his
great grandfather had not killed the
missionaries but instead decided to
take over their belief, John answered:
“My great grandfather realised that the
spirit the missionaries brought was
stronger than our old spirit”.
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Connection
John still has a connection to his
family’s past. He builds war canoes
like the ones his ancestors used. The
war canoe was important for the
headhunting tribes. It was a means
of transportation for war raids, which
brought the headhunters as far as
Isabel and Guadalcanal provinces; and
the mere building of one necessitated
a new war, as local customs required
warriors to collect fresh heads as part of
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We got a glance of how fast this must have happened
when 11 of John’s wantoks - sons and nephews - used
one of his canoes to demonstrate an approach. Sitting in
John’s banana boat we had problems following the canoe
after it passed us despite our outboard engine. It was a
spectacular view.
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EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES.
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Chea village is a pleasant place today. It
is situated directly on the shore, with nice
gardens full of taro and fruits. While we visited
the community, Chief Alrick explained to us that
during the headhunting times, the villagers had
to live further back in the bush, around the edges
of today’s settlement.
We went on a one-hour bush walk to see the
hidden relics of Chea’s past. The path had not
been used in a long time, so the 60-year old
Alrick and his 15-year old nephew Charles John
led the way with their bush knives. We took a
break at a wall of coral stones, where women
and children hid themselves during enemy
attacks. We climbed up giant stones that, as
per local legend, a giant used to throw at birds,
and then, 10 metres from the shore, to the spot
where the old village was hidden in the bush.
The next morning we paddled back to Uepi.
We fight our way back against dark clouds,
strong winds and heavy rain...only when we
spotted the resort, blue skies emerge. It felt as
if we had left the headhunting spirits behind us.
Getting there: Via Solomon Airlines to
Seghe. Source schedules from Solomon Airlines
website www.flysolomons.com or call them on
+677 20031.
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